
ART. 7 extract from the provincial regulations - FISHING DOCUMENTS 

In order to fish in the waters of Fishing Basin no. 5 of the Province of Belluno it is 

necessary to have the following documents:  

1. fishing licence:  

€. 34.00. Compulsory from 18 to 69 years of age. You pay through the payment 

portal https://mypay.regione.veneto.it/pa/home.html of the Veneto Region. The 

payment certificate must be kept and carried with you. For persons under 18 and 

over 69 the licence is replaced by an identity document. In the case of a postal giro 

slip, it must be made payable to REGIONE DEL VENETO TASSE PESCA - No. c/c 

156307 - Reason: LICENCE DI PESCA DILETTANTISTICO SPORTIVA L.R. 19/98. For 

foreigners, the licence is valid for three months and the payment amount is €. 13:00 

2. Weekly or daily basin permit:  

can be purchased at local outlets (for Alleghe: "Bar Alla Caminada", "Bar dai Zuci" or 

Tourist Office. Costs: € 15.00 daily - €. 50.00 weekly (5 consecutive outings)  

 

3. Basin insurance:  

The basin insurance protects the Basin President for any damages suffered by the 

fishermen while carrying out their activity. It can be purchased at the point of sale 

together with the purchase of the first permit and is valid for the entire season. 

Insurance is compulsory. Cost €. 6.00.  

As an alternative to purchasing the basin insurance, it is possible to sign the 

declaration in lieu of certification on the back of the permit stub, which indemnifies 

the Basin President against any damages. 

4. The Fipsas members registered in the current year, do not need to subscribe 

the basin insurance as it is already included in the membership.  N.B. It is possible to 

purchase a seasonal permit by becoming a basin member. Those interested can 

request the membership form at the point of sale. Initial membership costs € 106.00 

for those over the age of 14 and € 56.00 for those under the age of 14. The seasonal 

permit includes the basin insurance and the catcher's booklet must be returned at 

the end of the season to avoid sanctions. 

The payment for the seasonal permit must be made into postal account no. 

11882321 made out to Associazione Pescatori Agordino: reason for payment: 

associazione anno 20... All the documents listed above must be carried with you 

during the activity and shown in the event of controls together with an identity 

document. 


